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ABSTRACT

We study the aotlon of a single particle In the banding wave of

finite thickness In the planetary ring. We Include the forcing due to the

planet, the soon, the corlolla force and the self gravity of the ring.

In particular, we study the variation of the velocity arising due to the

variation of the amplitude and the phase of the eplcycllc aotion across the

height of the ring. We suggast that tha dissipation of energy of this

shear layer through collisions of ring particles froe) dlffannt height

•ay contribute significantly to the dealing of the bending waves observed

In the Voyger data.
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1 Introduction

Recently, from the analysis of the Voyager data, a considerable knowledge of the rings of

Saturn and Uremia has been acquired. It is discovered, for example, that the partkulate

Saturn** rings show varieties of the collective effects such aa the spiral density waves and

the spiral bending waves (See for example: Smith tt ml. 1081, Cuni, Lbsauer U Shu,

1081, Lane tt at. 1082, Holberg, Forrester it Lissauer 1062, Shu, Cuni It Lissauer 1083

(SCL), Shu 10M, Gresh tt at. 1086, (GBTL)]. These waves are closely related to the

galactic counter part studied various authors such at Lin and Shu 1084, 1066, Hunter

and Tbomre 1060, Bertln and Mark 1080. Spiral bending waves clearly detected hi the

rings of Saturn by Voyager Radio Occultatkm Data seem to propagate radially inwards

and the spiral density waves seem to propagate radially outwards. They are launched

at the locations of the inner vertical resonance and at the inner horiiontal resonance

respectively. In the case of the 6:3 vertical resonance of Mimas, the wave amplitude at

the launch is about 1 km and within a distance of about 150 km from the site of the

launching, the wave is almost completely damped. By linear analysk SGL shows that

the rapid damping is possibly due to the presence of a large dispersion velocity (about

0.4 cm' at opposed to about 0.1 m~l aa it normally believed). The source of the shear

is assumed to be entirely due to the variation of the vertical component of the velocity

of the particles along the radial direction. Various other modeb have been considered

in GRTL. However, none of them satisfactorily describee the nature of the profile of the

warped ring, particularly the warps near the 6:3 vertical resonance of Mimas. It n i

noted that probably some other source of the damping mechanism ia~needed to explain

the attenuation of the wave.

In the present paper, we study the motion of a single particle in the warped self

gravitating ring of finite thickness* by numerically integrating the equations of motion

of the particle. We observe that there b a significant variation of the radial component
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of the velocity acroaa the verticil height of the ring. Tke entray of tku tktar layer i§

duripattd through th* cdluion with mean fret path of the order of the amp/i'itufe of the

tpityttic motion. We propoM thia to be • cmuae of the rapid damping of the bending

wave. We also o b e m that th* particle density of UM wave varies with the height aa

well aa tbe pbaaa of the wave. Thia impliea that the optical depth ia a function of the

phase of the wave, and cannot be taken aa a conitmnt.

The plan of the preaent paper Is the following: In the next eection, we write

down the underlying equations that a particle obeyt is our model of the bending wave.

Under certain simplifying aaramptiona, theee equation* are aotved analytically, and nme

preliminary atudiea are made regarding the behaviour of the particle. In $3, we solve

the whole act of equation* numerically, without making any assumption, and discuss the

nature of the velocity variation and the shear across the ring. We also briefly discuss

the implication* of our result. Finally, in §4, we summarise the paper. Although, the

work i* applied to tiw problem of the Saturn's ring, as far a* the mathematical part

goes, it ia more general, and hat * much broader application.

2 The Formulation of tbe Problem

First, we dhciua the nature of the coordinate and the notation* used in this work. We

choose a right-handed Cartesian coordinate [X, Y, Z) at a radial distance r from the

center of the planet (See Fig. 1). The X axi* point* radially outward*, the Y axis

points toward the aximuthal direction (prograde orbits rotate anti-clockwise), and the

Z axis point* vertically upward*, normal to the equatorial plane of the planet. The

frame i* rotating around the planet with the local Keplerian velocity D(r) = (^r1)'",

where G is the gravitational constant and M, is the m a of the planet. The frame

is also oscillating vertically with an amplitude I and frequency u, the frequency of the

perturbation due to the moon aa seen from the rotating frame. In general, the frequency

n at which the perturbation i* launched at UM inn

inertial frame ia given by (SCL),

rtical i from the

(1)

Here, DM denote* the angular velocity of the moon, py denote* the vertical frequency

and KM denotes the epicydk frequency, m, n and p a n Integer*. At the vertical reso-

nance radius r., one has (Lin and Shu 1964),

n - mfl(r,) = ±j*(r,) (3)

The planet ia assumed to be spherically symmetric, so that, f)(r) = p(r) = K{T). In the

case of the 5:3 vertical resonance of Mimas, for example, m = 4, and n. = 3ft(r.) = 50»#.

The perturbation frequency w a* seen from the rotating frame ia given by, w — »—4fl(r),

which i* exactly equal to fl(r.) at the vertical resonance. Since the bending wave b

launched Inward* (with the peak slope at around 100 km inside the resonance radius),

the Keplerian frequency (l(r) at the radius r that we are considering, is higher than

n(r.). We derive the equations of motion of the particle by making several approx-

imation*. We assume that the force due to the self-gravity of the disk on a particle

is that due to a flat disk of constant density f. Hence, the frequency of the verti-

cal oscillation of the particle due to self-gravity h v* = AwGp. We assume that the

force due to the moon is periodic with frequency w, which is the perturbation fre-

quency as seen from the rotating frame. The force term in general (e.g. Shu 1084) is

Fm = Rt [A[x)^^-^] * Re [ - M - l i a ^ f - - ) ] w b a M • , ( x , 0 ) a the potential due

to the moon on the equatorial plane. The vertical component of the equation of motion

assuming only force due to the moon and the planet is then given by:
I

_ i =. - n 1 * + A{X)CO»{K# ^ w(). (U)

(The flnt term is due to the planet and ha* the form of the restoring force due to a

linear harmonic oscillator.) the solution of which is,
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Following, for example, Shu (1MM), the radial coordinate dependent amplitude A(x)

\a iMumed to acquire the WKBJ form A[x) - Ao(x) ext{ifk,x] corresponding to the

free solution of the self-gravitating ring. Since we are interested in only the principal

Fourier component in the undamped disk, we chooee A[x) to be limply At czpjifc.x].

If we identify c, the amplitude of the warn to be arising due to this perturbation, then

clearly, At, = «(0* - w 1 ) . In tbk eimple particle dynamical model, therefore, all of

the quantities i t . ,* , , ! and Ae are independent of the radial coordinate. Uaing these

simplifications the midplane of the warped ring will have the form,

** = «M(K.X* + * , / - ut). (4)

Here, and in future, by a etar (*) cymbal we ahall denote the coordinate* on the midplane

of the ring. The projection of the normal drawn from the particle at (z, y, t) to the

ring haa componenta xi =• x — **, yi = y — y*, and *\ — * — **. We ahall denote the

phase of the ware by «S* and that of the particle by «S, i.e., «\* ~ «.*' + K,y* - ut and

4 = K,X + (t,y - ut. Here xt,Vi and *i are related by,

(5a)

and

y , = SiCM^sin^* (St)

The x and y component of the force due to the moon can be calculated by taking pro-

jection on the local frame. lacluding all of these simplifying aasumptioiu, the equations

of motion of the p<> * : ' •»« ! given by,

*x __a
) "*

^^ = 2 0 ^ - ^y, - (fl1 -«»)f»s«a.*«n*7(l +

and.

(ft'
= -n»* - i/'s, + (n' - W*)«M^/( I+c 1

(66)

(6c)

Here, *• = icj + is}. The firat two terms of the equation (Sa) and the first term of the

equation* (6b) and (6c) are due to the diatant planet and the corioli* force. The termi

proportional to i^ are due to the aelf gravity effect. The final term* approximately

describe the force due to the moon aa deacribed above. At the resonance, when the

perturbation ia launched, w a fl, and the final terma vaniah altogether. Aa the bending

wave is launched inwards, we ahall be Interested in the regime fl > u. In the absence

of the self gravity and forcing due to the moon, the solution ia simple, and b given by,

V - It. - -v,(i - (.) - 7Bto,\{t - |,)n + V-]

* = - m
and,

M = ketM[tlt + f) (Tc)

Here, B is the amplitude of the epkyclk motion, V> •»<! ( » » arbitrary phases, v, is

the speed of the guiding center, U is the origin of time for the problem, A hi the half

'thickness of the ring.

In the case of the 5:3 resonance of Mimas in Saturn's ring, the value of «, ia of

the order 10~u and K, ia of the order 10~*. Thus ft « xx. To obtain the analytic

solution we assume yi w 0.0. The amplitude of the epicyclic motion ia of the same

order as the thickness of the ring. In what follows, we take this to be same as that

of the amplitude of the vertical motion. Also, for simplicity, the forcing term doe to

the moon hat been dropped from the x sad y equations. Considering that we are in-

terested in the vertical resonance, it may be justified to do so. Uaing the perturbation

theory, the analytic solution up to the second order in f* » fVffl* - w!}/w* k given by,

+512[(l + n

where, f' « fl + £ + « U + ft)- thing equation (8) one obtains,
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i +*)*'

tix ~ i » ^

512(1-f l ) (2-n) 612(1+ n)(2 + i

The variation of y to similarly obtained. Fif*- 2(a-d) show how the coordinates of the

particle change with the phase of the wave and Fig*. 2(«-h) show various projection* of

the phase •pace. Results an drawn for a set of parameters moat of which are •imilar

in order of magnitude to those appropriate for the 6:3 resonance of Mimas. The radial

distance of our frame is choaen to be about 100 km inaide the co-rotation raditia. The

wave is observed to be damped within 160 km of launching and therefore we are at

some 'average* point in the wave. The amplitude of the epkvclk motion in eqn. (8) wat

choaen to be same as the half thickness h which is probably a good estimate. The radial

wave number «, was chosen to be 6.0 x 10~* em'1. This is about 10 times bigger than

the actual value used in the numerical simulation below. This it to show the effects

of the perturbation more prominently. The asimuthal wave number *, was choaen to

be 3.077 x lO'^cm'* for m = 4 wave. Half thickness h was chosen to be 10 meters.

The velocities are given in units of w. The relevant frequencies are 0 = 1.307 x 10**,

v = 1.448 x 10"*, and n = 1.048 X VT*. For the parameter* chosen, clearly, the

local vertical motion remains very close to sinusoidal. However, x and y motions have

epicycles with higher harmonics superimposed on them. This is also evident from the

projections of the phase space: whereas »x vs. »„ remains elliptical, z vs. t». and y vs.

e, are perturbed. In the next section, we evaluate the residual perturbation to obtain

the nature of the shear that is being caused by the perturbation.
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3 The Numerical Solution

To obtain the numerical solution we keep all the terms in the equations tt(a-c). We use

fourth order Runge-Kntta method to integrate them simultaneously. The dynamical

time scale in the problem is of the order of 6.0 X 10*s. We take the time step of the

integration dt = Is, and perform the integration up to a time 8.0 x 10"s, «'.«., for about

100 orbits. No collisionat effect m added in the simulation itself as we are first interested

in better estimation of the vertical shear inside the ring (see below). To observe the

dependence with respect to the height of the ring, the simulation is carried out both

for K = 10 meters and h = 20 meters. The effective vertical frequencies in these cases

are (410 = 1-MB x 10~* and « H • 1.65ft x 10~* respectively. Abo, the Initial phase

of the particle f> in eqn*. 7ab) is varied and eight such different initial conditions

(1> = ni.O < n < 7) are used for each height n. Since the vertical motion is very nearly

sinusoidal (see Fig. 2c), result should be independent of f after a long enough time.

Hence, f of equation (Tc) is always chosen to be 0 so that the particle starts from the

mldplane in every simulation. Other parameters Include: f = 1 km, «, = 6.0 x 10**

etn~ 3.077 x 10~M em"1, e = 50 pm em"*. The configuration space at each

phase 4>' of the wave in the ring is divided into 720 bins with 8 equal bins along each of

the x,, vi and *x direction*. Such divisions are made at eight phases of the wave (from

peak to peak) in the ring which are centered around 4* = f i 0 < n < 7. In each of the

720 tonei at each «V, the residual velocity component! a n calculated from the number

of times the particle visited that particular tone and the velocity it carried during each

such visit. Since time step is equal for the whole simulation, this is just the average

velocity. Such processes are carried out for eight initial intrinsic phases (V>) of the

particle, over which the final average of the velocity is computed. For this we assume

each i> '» equally probable. Although there are systematic variation of the velocity

components with the initial intrinsic phase «V, the behaviour of the residual component

is found to be quantitatively similar even when the simulation was carried out for up to



only 00 dynamical time scale*. One* the average velocities are obtained a* a function of

the tone coordinate! (at each phase 4* of the wave), analytic functions are fit through

those values. The shears an obtained by differenting these analytic functions. The

functions are found to be very smoothly fitting through the numerical data (lev than 2

per cent error in the least square fit) indicating that random fluctuations are virtually

absent. The orbital velocity remabu of the same order In the whole orbit so that there is

no significant error due to the sampling effect at each vertical height. The crude zoning

used for computation is due to the limited computational time but probably is good

enough as, in reality, the "particle" sties are of same order as the height of the ring.

The 'shear* in our particle-dynamical model retains the micro-physical definition and

is understood to be arising due to the variation of the particle velocities at a different

height. When they collide at the same instant of time (i.e.,at same phase 4*} they

exchange energy and angular momentum. The results of our simulation are shown in

Figs. 3 to 6. Fig. 3a illustrates < *. > in em «"' as a function of the local height of the

ring for A = 10 meters and Fig. 3b shows the corresponding values of **£* in »"'. Figs.

4(a-b) show the same quantities for k «= 20 meters. The four curves denoted by the

numbers 1,2,3, and 4 in each of the diagrams are for 4' = 0, J, *f and * respectively.

The number density of the particle was found to be varying with both the phase of

the wave 4* and the local height »j. Before we illustrate how, we first show how the

configuration space should look like. From the equations 5(*-b) we notice that,

'
(10)

Thus, for a given phaw of the wave 4', the particle ties on a straight line which generates

a conkal surface (Fig. 5) of elliptical cross-section with the semi major and the semi

minor axis { at a height •• ) given by *iic,tsin «S* and *i«,«sin 4' respectively. Since

* ! « • = A> one has t | M = Adc.sin 4' and pi«« = hcKySin 4' respectively. If the

self gravity of the ring were so strong that the particle oscillated many times before

it experienced somewhat different phase of the wave, then it would have always been

restricted to the conical surface corresponding to that phase. However, since the time
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scalea for the vertical oscillation and the time scale of the perturbation due to the moon

are comparable, the actual configuration la a distorted surface. Fig. 6a shows the

particle population of the central most tones (shaded volume in Fig. S.) in arbitrary

unit as a function of the phase of the wave. For these tones one would expect particles to

populate at all the phase* in the midplane, and only at 4* = •>•*. and 2* when they are

away from the midplane (*i ^ 0, see eqn. (10)) whkh is indeed the case. Some particles

do populate In some other phases because of the weaker self-gravity. The variation

of the population on the midplane b also clear from this histogram. For comparison,

we also show the population in a nearby sone where X| sane is centered around =̂ **».

Populations vnnt Vi sonea are summed over, since pi « X\ (eqn. (10)). Although the

number density rapidly falls off with height In both the cue*, the situation is different

when contributions from the other (ones are considered as shown In Fig. 7. Here, at a

given phase of the wave, number densities from all of the *i and yi tones are added. In

each case, the number density varies significantly with the local height of the ring.

4 Implications

In the numerical solution described above we observe that there is a considerable shear

due to the variation of < v, >, with the local height across the ring. The other

component < w, > does not change as much, since s , << «,. The average shear is

about 7 X 10~**-l for h = 10 meters and about S.0 x 10~'«~' when h = 20 meters.

Thus shear is a rather slowly varying function of thickness of the ring. One can do

an order of magnitude estimate for the damping length of the bending wave assuming

this to be the only source of shear. (Since the calculation* made above assume the

quantities such a* ft,, K, and c to be constant with the radial distance, the discussion

over the damping length can not be made more rigorous.) The energy density of the

wave is given by, l/2«*n* whkh is about 85 eras gm'1. This energy is transferred to

the particles through infrequent collisions. In the absence of a proper model, we assume



that the coefficient of the kinematk viscosity e» ia roughly given by,

Vt m 0 r max(Jt, R*t) (U)

(Brahic 197T, GoWrekh and Tremaine 1978,1082), where R is the me of the largest par-

tide and i t * is the amplitude of the epkyclk motion which ia about the half thickness

of the ring. Sknce the partkle site corresponding to the A ring « & meters, we use half

thickness h to calculate p|. Although v% calculated m this manner probably provides

the upper limit. With the optical depth r m 0.5, one obtain* vk = Orfc' w 64 cm* • '

for h = 10 meter*. The rate of dissipation of energy density ia vk (^Jj*) • Substituting

the values mentioned above, one obtains the time period for dissipation as 2.6 x 10V

The group velocity is et » (~!%) m 0-026 em •"*. Hence the damping length Xt m 70

km • roughly half of the observed length of about 160 km. When the half thickness Is

raised to 20 meters, shear remains very much the same, but Ut goes up by a factor of

4 reducing the damping length even further. We therefore anticipate that, considering

uncertainties in f*, the total thickness of the disk ia no more than 20 meters and prob-

ably closer to 15 meters. Thto is consistent with the other theoretical considerations

that ring could be only tens of meters (Qotdrekh and Tremaine 1982). Notice that in

our model, one doea not need unusual kinematk viscosity, nor doe* one require to have

high dispersion velocity.

5 Conclusions

In the present paper, we have discussed the dynamics of a single particle in the bending

wave of * self gravitating planetary ring of finite thickness. Since the particles collide

only about a couple of times per orbit, we believe that the particle dynamical model may

better approximate the rings than the fluid dynamical model. We use the collisional

effects only to calculate the dissipation rate. Throughout this paper *,, K, and i are

chosen to be constant since we are interested in the partkle dynamics In the absence
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of any damping mechanism. When the collision is present and the wave ia damped,

neither the wave number nor the amplitude can be considered to be constant any longer

and they are functions of the radial distance. For example, In Shu, (1884) effects of

the addition of the viscous dissipation term arising out of the variation of the vertical

velocity component with the radial distance are studied. Such a cakulation satisfactorily

describes spiral density waves, however, for spiral bending waves one requires a larger

velocity dispersion, or some other source of shear. Using our model we show that there

is a considerable shear across the ring due to the variation of the radial component of the

velocity with local height which can damp out the bending wave within the observed ISO

km range provided the disk thickness is between 15 to 20 meters. In future, we hope to

make a more complete study including the dissipative effects explkltly in the equations.

In the present paper we have also shown that there is a variation of the number density

of the particle both across the ring and along the wave Itself. This probably means that

the optical depth can not be independent of the phase of the wave, and the projection

effect* are significant. These may be important white Interpreting the Voyager data.
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Fig. 1: Geometry and coordinate! of the problem a n schematically shown. Rotating

frame [X, Y, Z) alao oscillates vertically with frequency w of the perturbation due to

the moon. Equation of the midplane i» ** = ««**(«,!* -I- «,y* - vt). (x*,y*,**) ia the

coordinata on the midplane when the local normal drawn from tbe particle at (x, y, *)

intersects.

Fig. 2(aHl): Behaviour of partich coordinate a* a function of phase of the wave u

obtained from the analytic solution: a) «t* - x, b) 4* - », c) #* - s ( l d) ft* - »..

Fig. 2(e-h): Varkni* projections of phase space of the particle obtained from the analytic

solution: e) * - «., r) V - • „ g) *i - • „ , and h) «, - »,.

Fig. 3(a-b): Variation of a) < v, > and b) shear component *^& as a function of local

height as obtained from numerical solution at phase* 1) «t* = 0,3) ** =•= } , 3)** = *• ,

and 4) f = w. Half thickness of the ring k fc = 10 meters.

Fig. 4(a-b): Same as Fig. 3(a-b), but for k = 30 meters.

Fig. 6: Nature of the configuration space of the particle in the bending wave. At a

given phase of the wave 4)*, generator of the conical surface follows eqn. (10) of the text.

Shaded volume represents x\ and ft tones centered around tbe origin, but -h < *\ < h.

Fig. 6(a-b): Population of the partkles in arbitrary units is shown in a) the shaded

volume of Fig. S and b) for a nearby cone centered around X\ = -*^» and ft summed

over. In a), mast of the particles populate at phases 0, w, and 3ir when the particle is

- 1 4 -



away from the midplane (M% ^ 0), W well w at midplane independent of phase. In b),

particle* populate antisymmetrically depending on the phase of the wave.

Fig. 7: Population w function of the local height s t and the phase of the wave when

contributions from all the xt and ft u e gummed over. Such a variation is likely to have

effect* upon the nature of the optical depth of the ring.

Fl t .
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